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Demolition Notes
#      

indicates photo 
location-see plan

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Photograph 
showing existing 
6.5” lap siding 
beneath plaster 
and lath along 
the wall in the 
arched alley

1 2

1. Demo roof flashing and roofing
2. Demo metal cap flashing
3. Demo stucco, lath and existing siding beneath
4. Existing window to remain
5. Remove, refinish and reinstall existing shutters
6. Demo house number
7. Demo gas piping

11

Photograph 
showing existing 
siding beneath 
plaster and lath 
on front eleva-
tion showing 6” 
german profile 
siding
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Demolition Notes
#      

indicates photo 
location-see plan

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

3

7

3 3

4

1. Demo roof flashing and roofing
2. Demo metal cap flashing
3. Demo stucco, lath and existing siding beneath
4. Existing window to remain
5. Remove, refinish and reinstall existing shutters
6. Demo house number
7. Demo gas piping
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PHOTO REFERENCES
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Demolition Notes
#      

indicates photo 
location-see plan

#      

indicates photo 
location-see plan

8

9

3

11

17

18

6

3. Demo stucco, lath and existing siding beneath
8. Demo gutter and downspout
9. Demo metal flue
10. Route cabling inside house
11. Demo wrought iron railing
17. Sand and repaint wood trim
18. Demo siding-Provide new siding-paint 6 sides

10

AP3

PHOTO REFERENCES
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Demolition Notes
#      

indicates photo 
location-see plan

10

12

13

15

7 8

9 10 11    NOT USED

10. Route cabling inside house
12. Repair retaining wall
13. Replace broken flagstone
15. Sand, refinish and resinstall door

AP4

PHOTO REFERENCES
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address

1713 N. Bryan Street	 

Arlington, VA 22201


tel	 703-725-4328

url	 www.pvanderpoel.com

23 Jan 23


Re: Response to Comments:

Project Address: 1316 36 St. NW


Below are listed comments received for the project with response italicized and indented.


VA2205-03
1316 36th St. NW

Comments:

1. Please include existing and proposed pan widths and seam heights for the roof 
replacement.

Information regarding the seam height and panel width has been added to the 
drawings.

2. Would you be willing to do some investigation as to what exists underneath the stucco 
on the front elevation? Or, you could also wait and do some investigative demolition 
after obtaining concept approval, but before finalizing permit drawings for OGB review. 
I think at some point, the OGB will want to know what exists under the stucco on the 
front as well as the side.

We have demolished a small area of stucco on the front elevation to reveal a 6” 
german profile siding. See image #11. The siding in the alley is a 6.5” lap siding 
(see image #2)

3. Please provide the exposure of the existing siding.

We have demolished a small area of stucco on the front elevation to reveal a 6” 
german profile siding. See image #11. The siding in the alley is a 6.5” lap siding 
(see image #2)

4. Please show location of replacement compressor on site plans.

The revised plans show the existing compressor and a new compressor

5. Can the meter on the front facade be relocated to the side or rear or interior of the 
house?

We will contact Pepco to ascertain costs and feasibility of relocating the electric 
meter to the rear of the house. 
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